As we enter a new decade, music and technology have merged. However, the cry for raw, intricate, and powerful instrumentation is
back and stronger than ever. Award-winning electric violinist, EDM producer, and DJ, Alfiya Glow, is the hat trick music fans have
been waiting for. At age 20, moved overseas to attend Temple University’s Boyer College of Music and Dance in Philadelphia, PA,
and was awarded a full scholarship designated for musicians who showcase extraordinary ability. Combining her tried-and-tested
talents as a female DJ, music producer, and electric violinist, she went on to release a number of original EDM house music tracks,
mashup and bootleg packs, and remixes. Alfiya was noticed by two well-known producers in the industry: Larry Gold and Kenny
Lloyd. Her collaborations with these producers on several major records for artists, including R. Kelly, Lana Del Rey, and Boyz II
Men, ultimately propelled her expansion into new genres, namely pop, hip-hop, and EDM. Alfiya Glow has opened for international
headlining artists including Lisa Lashes, The Disco Fries, Michael Brun, Marcus Schossow, Sebjak, Kenneth G, Indian Summer, W&W,
and Bassjackers. She thoughtfully and carefully crafts songs and mixes that not only get crowds moving, but stir the heart and soul
in a way only live instrument-backed production can.
Alfiya Glow dropped the official
music video for her song,
“Broken” and we’re blown away.

THISSONGSLAPS.COM

World-renowned violinist and
producer Alfiya Glow recently
unveiled her hypnotic and
mesmerizing single "Round Town."

EDM.COM

Featured in EDM.com, This Song Slaps, Daily Beat, The Music
Essentials, EDM World Magazine
Performed at Electric Forest of Insomniac Events, Hyperglow,
Daybreaker, SXSW
Contracted with Ferrari, Porsche, Maserati, Google, Dell
Computers, McLaren

Enormous Tunes Records are
welcoming Los Angeles based
and Russian born ALFIYA
GLOW to the label family.
NEW EARTH was the perfect
track
to
introduce
the
promising and very talented
female artist to the label. The
result is a fresh and rich sound.
Acoustic meets electronic.
Phone (267)-603-1755 | booking@alfiyaglow.com | Alfiyaglow.com

"Alfiya is able to create a
symphonic atmosphere
through intense emotion."
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